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Abstract: Residual stresses resulting from hot-forming processes represent an important aspect of
a component’s performance and service life. Considering the whole process chain of hot forming,
the integrated heat treatment provided by a defined temperature profile during cooling offers a great
potential for the targeted adjustment of the desired residual stress state. Finite element (FE) simulation
is a powerful tool for virtual process design aimed at generating a beneficial residual stress profile.
The validation of these FE models is typically carried out on the basis of individual surface points,
as these are accessible through methods like X-ray diffraction, hole-drilling, or the nanoindentation
method. However, especially in bulk forming components, it is important to evaluate the quality
of the model based on residual stress data from the volume. For these reasons, in this paper, an FE
model which was already validated by near surface X-ray diffraction analyses was used to explain
the development of residual stresses in a reference hot forming process for different cooling scenarios.
Subsequently, the reference process scenarios were experimentally performed, and the resulting
residual stress distributions in the cross-section of the bulk specimens were determined by means of
the contour method. These data were used to further validate the numerical simulation of the hot
forming process, wherein a good agreement between the contour method and process simulation
was observed.
Keywords: residual stress; hot forming; FE simulation; contour method
1. Introduction
As a result of the manufacturing process, almost every component exhibits residual
stresses (RS), which prevail in the absence of external forces or moments. Considering
forgings, these stresses play an important role in predicting and controlling distortions
during machining [1]. Furthermore, residual stresses are of particular importance for
service life, the analysis of distortions, and the evaluation of failures [2]. For example,
it has already been demonstrated scientifically in alternating bending tests that specimens
with compressive RS on the surface have a higher fatigue strength than specimens with a
disadvantageous RS depth distribution [2]. Furthermore, the RS in a component resulting
from the manufacturing process has a significant impact on distortion, for instance, during
a subsequent heat treatment [3].
For these reasons, a better understanding of the RS generation as well as the mod-
ification and even the utilization of the RS distributions in modern forming processes
should be aimed for. For example, some process chains are supplemented by a further
mechanical surface treatment, such as shot peening or deep rolling, in order to introduce
compressive RS, which can increase the service life of the product [4]. These types of time-
consuming and cost-intensive additional post-processing treatments can be avoided by
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advantageous RS already generated in the primary forming process by targeted parameter
selection. The development of such processes solely based on trial and error tests is almost
impossible considering the complex interrelationships between the process parameters and
the resulting RS. Indeed, it is indispensable to identify and understand the phenomena
responsible for the formation of RS in the components. An appropriate method for the
investigation of the development of RS in the hot forming process chain and its interaction
with the process parameters is provided by FE simulation, if it is possible to map the
process as realistically as possible.
Especially in hot forming, the calculation of stresses is subject to a variety of process
parameters and material phenomena. Thus, not only the forming process itself but above
all the subsequent cooling of the components from the forging heat has a decisive influence
on the arising RS [5]. During this cooling process, the cooling conditions and the forming
parameters influence the resulting RS, because the preceding local degree of deformation
determines the phase-transformation kinetics in a specific cooling scenario. In total, the RS
in a hot-formed component arise as a result of five locally inhomogeneous and superim-
posing effects. The elastic and plastic strains introduced during hot forming, the thermal
contraction during cooling, and the transformation-related and transformation-plastic
strains are a result of phase transformations. In view of these complex interactions, the FE
method combined with an additive strain decomposition method has been well established
in the scientific community regarding the thermo-mechanical process simulation, as shown
in [5–7]. Here, the strain increments resulting from the five physical phenomena mentioned
above are first considered separately and then added together to a total strain increment
resulting from the thermo-mechanical treatment. Using FE simulation, the stress state in
all phases of the manufacturing process, both on the workpiece surface and inside the
workpiece, can be assessed. This is intended to provide a better understanding of the
origin of RS and thus facilitate process optimization for the generation of advantageous
RS profiles.
In previous works, a comprehensive material characterization for the alloys AISI
52100 and AISI 4140 was carried out regarding the flow stress calculation resulting from hot
forming [8], the phase transformation behavior during cooling [9], and the transformation
plasticity effects arising from a superimposed load during phase transformations [10].
With these data in hand, FE models for the simulation of the hot-forming processes of
the different materials AISI 52100 and AISI 4140, followed by cooling in water or air,
were developed. The additive strain decomposition method in the MSC.Marc solver [11]
was used for the simulation. The FE models were validated by means of experimental data
from X-ray diffraction measurements on the specimen surfaces [8].
In the validation tests, specimens with an eccentric borehole inspired by [12] were
used. As a result of the asymmetric geometry, multiaxial residual stress states develop
in the hot-formed specimens. Thus, the complex development of the RS can be investi-
gated, as it also occurs in industrial components. As revealed by numerical simulations,
for different materials and cooling scenarios, significant differences in the RS distributions
predominantly occur in the volume of the specimens, which are not accessible by means of
conventional X-ray diffraction methods. There are numerous other well-established meth-
ods for the analysis of RS [13], including the incremental hole-drilling method, the crack
compliance method, layer removal techniques, neutron diffraction, and more recent meth-
ods such as nanoindentation methods [14] and the contour method [15]. However, of all
the existing methods, only a few non-destructive diffraction techniques—such as neutron
diffraction and synchrotron X-ray diffraction—allow the two-dimensional (2D) mapping
of RS gradients through thickness, as they feature large penetration depths. Because these
methods are only available in large-scale facilities, they are accessible to a very limited
extent. In contrast, the contour method offers the possibility to determine 2D RS maps
with significantly less effort. The method is based on cutting a specimen, generally by
wire-electrical-discharge machining (WEDM), in order to relax the RS at the newly-created
surfaces. After cutting, the out-of-plane displacement distributions on the cutting planes are
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measured using tactile or non-tactile techniques. By means of numerical calculations—e.g.,
finite element methods—the RS distribution, normal to the cutting plane, is determined in
an equilibrium step, considering the experimentally-measured displacements as boundary
conditions [16]. Thus, the contour method is an experimental-numerical method whereby
the residual stress distributions of experimentally-produced specimens from a real process
are determined. For this reason, in contrast to the results of numerical process simulation,
the results of the contour method are referred to as experimental results in the following.
In this work, employing the developed FE-models for the process simulation of hot
bulk forming, the temporal course of tangential stresses at the surface and in the core of
two opposite sides of the specimen is investigated, in order to understand the development
of RS in such asymmetric specimens. Different stages of cooling are identified, which
correspond to the predominant material phenomena. In addition, the von Mises stress
is used as a measure of the multi-axial stress state in order to evaluate the local plastic
deformations which cause the RS. Furthermore, the contour method is applied, and the
2D distribution of the tangential RS is determined for all of the investigated materials and
cooling scenarios in order to validate the numerically-predicted RS state.
First, the experimental reference process of hot forming is presented in Section 2.1.
A summary of the simulation methodology used follows in Section 2.2. The contour method
is explained in Section 2.3. Section 3.1 describes the analysis of the stress distribution
during cooling from the forming heat. The distribution of RS over the cross-section of the
specimens from the simulations is evaluated by the experimental results from the contour
method in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the work briefly, and the conclusions
are drawn.
2. Materials and Methods
For the investigations in this work, two different typical hot-forming steel alloys
were used. The first one was alloy AISI 52100, also referred to as 1.3505 according to
the international standard ISO 683-17 [17], which is used for the production of roller
bearing rings. The second was alloy AISI 4140, also referred to as 1.7225 according to the
international standard ISO 683-1 [18], which is used as heat-treatable steel for highly-loaded
components, for example in the automotive sector. The chemical compositions provided
by the supplier are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition of steel alloys AISI 52100 and AISI 4140.
[wt%] C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Fe
AISI 52100 0.98 0.28 0.31 0.012 0.006 1.42 0.010 Balance
AISI 4140 0.41 0.22 0.80 0.018 0.012 0.99 0.195 Balance
In order to investigate the RS, the materials are treated thermo-mechanically in two
different ways. For this purpose, the specimens are cooled with water or atmospheric
air after hot forming. The different cooling methods result in different cooling rates,
and correspondingly in different phase-transformation phenomena causing varying stress
states. The stress states were analysed by FE simulation and contour method. A description
of the experimental test procedure as well as the numerical and experimental analysis
methods is given in this section.
2.1. Experimental Hot-Forming Process
As mentioned before, the RS investigations in this work were carried out on a reference
process of hot forming. For this process, specimens with an eccentric borehole were
used, as shown in Figure 1a, aiming at causing an inhomogeneous stress profile in the
material during production. The specimens were heated in the furnace to 1000 ◦C and
then quasi isothermally upset in a thermobox, as shown in Figure 1b, by 22 mm at a
speed of 200 mm/s using a servo-hydraulic forming simulator DYNSJ5590 (Instron GmbH,
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Darmstadt, Germany). Subsequently, the specimens were removed from the thermobox
and cooled down to room temperature either in water or in atmospheric air. The different
cooling media were intended to cause varying cooling routes, and correspondingly diverse
location-dependent phase transformations in the materials. During the entire process,
the temperature is monitored using type K (NiCr-Ni) thermocouples. More detailed
information about the reference process is given in the previous publication [19].
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Figure 1. Shape of the specimens investigated with dimensions in mm (a), and a schematic representation of the specimen
prepared with thermocouples (TC) in a thermobox (b) [19].
2.2. FE Simulation of the Hot-Forming Process
For the numerical analysis of the RS, the FE model—including its boundary conditions,
which are shown schematically in Figure 2—was created with Simufact.forming v16 (simu-
fact engineering GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) [20]. Analogous to the experiments, the tools
were designed as thermally-conductive rigid bodies made of the material Inconel 718,
with a specific heat capacity of 435 Jkg−1K−1 and a thermal conductivity of 11.4 Wm−1K−1
according to the material supplier’s specifications [21]. Taking advantage of axis symmetry,
the number of finite elements was reduced by using a half model, while still considering
both tools.
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in order to account for each of these material phenomena. For the modelling of the
viscoplastic flow behaviour during hot forming, the so-called ‘GMT model’, according to
Equation (2), was used. The model was calibrated by flow curves from upsetting tests on
the physical forming simulator Gleeble 3800-GTC (Dynamic Systems Inc., Poestenkill, NY,
USA), as shown in [8]. This enables the calculation of the yield stress kf as a function of the
plastic strain εeq, strain rate
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εeq, and temperature Tf. The model-parameters c1, c2, n1, n2, l1,
l2, m1 and m2 determined for the considered alloys are shown in Table 2.
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- c1 [MPa s] c2 [◦C−1] n1 [◦C−1] n2 [-] l1 [◦C−1] l2 [-] m1 [◦C−1] m2 [-]
AISI
52100 3113.02 −0.0033 5.0507 × 10
−5 −0.1090 −2.0135 × 10−5 0.0024 6.6491 × 10−4 −0.5000
AISI 4140 6054.21 −0.0039 −3.0846 × 10−5 0.3000 1.8926 × 10−5 −0.03548 −9.4422 × 10−5 0.2484
In the publication [9], the time-temperature-transformation (ttt) behaviour was deter-
mined based on dilatometric investigations for the calculation of the transformation-related
strains. Using an experimental–numerical approach, the transformation plasticity coeffi-
cients were investigated in [10], aiming at a material- and phase-specific calculation of the
transformation-plastic strains. Further material parameters—such as the coefficients of
thermal expansion, specific heat capacity, or latent heat—were calculated for each phase
with the thermo-dynamic calculation software JMatPro v11.2 (Matplus GmbH, Wuppertal,
Germany) based on the chemical composition of the materials [22].
2.3. Residual Stress Analysis by Means of the Contour Method
In order to validate the numerical approach, the distribution of the tangential RS was
analysed for all of the specimens, applying the contour method. Therefore, the specimens
were cut via wire-electric-discharge machining (WEDM) along the specimens’ symmetry
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planes, named the cut plane, as shown in Figure 4a. Thus, the RS present on the cut surface
before WEDM, as indicated in Figure 4b, can be analysed. WEDM is used because it is
a non-contact technique which does not introduce additional mechanical stresses [23].
An EDM machine type BA24 (Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., Ratingen, Germany) and a
brass wire of diameter 0.25 mm were used. As depicted in Figure 5a, the cutting direction
was set along the axial borehole in order to avoid a second contact of the wire with the free
specimen surface. The specimens were clamped to the backing plate on both sides of the
cutting plane.
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Figure 5. pplication of the contour etho for the analysis of the tangential S co ponent: (a) speci en cla ping for
The contours of all of the cut surfaces were measured by means of a 3D-coordinate
measurement machine (CMM) of the type Prismo (Zeiss GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany)
using a ruby touch probe head of 1.5 mm diameter. Each surface was scanned at approx-
imately 100,000 measurement points. The raw contour data sets were then processed
following the proposed procedure from [24].
The final numerical calculation of the RS distribution was performed using the FE
software ABAQUS/Standard v6.23 (Dassault Systèmes SE, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France).
For each of the symmetrically-cut specimens, a 3D model based on the measured perimeter
of the cut parts was created by applying hexahedral elements of the type C3D8R (see
Figure 5b). The linear elastic isotropic material properties were considered with Young’s
modulus E = 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 [25]. For each of the specimens, the specif-
ically measured and fitted surface contour was applied as a negative constraint for all of
the element nodes which were part of the cut surface, and the planar RS distribution in the
normal direction (corresponding to the tangential RS component regarding the specimen
geometry) was evaluated after a static calculation step.
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2.4. Light Microscopy and Hardness Measurements According to Vickers
After cutting and measuring the contour of the specimens, analyses of the microstruc-
tural properties on the cut surface were carried out for all of the specimens. These included
light optical microscopic imaging as well as Vickers hardness tests according to the interna-
tional standard DIN EN ISO 6507-1 [26] at the measuring points (MP) 1 to 6 (see Figure 4c).
In order to reveal the microstructure in the micrographs, the specimens were etched using
a 4wt% nitric acid alcohol solution. Subsequently, the surface was ground and polished in
order to carry out the Vickers hardness tests. The micrographs and the hardness values serve
as supporting results for the interpretation of the results of the simulation in Section 3.1.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Temporal Development of Temperature and Tangential Stresses during Hot Forming
Numerical process analysis based on the FE model from Section 2.2 provides an insight
into the stress development during the process chain of hot forming. During the forming
process itself, the low yield strength of the austenitic phase at a temperature of 1000 ◦C
leads to consistently low stresses in the component. In this part of the process chain, dy-
namic recrystallization takes place depending on the forming parameters, such as the local
equivalent plastic strain, local equivalent plastic strain rate, or local forming temperature.
The resulting microstructure morphology influences the phase transformation phenom-
ena in the course of the austenite decomposition during cooling from the forming heat.
In the FE models, these influences are taken into account by the application-specific mate-
rial characterisation using the relevant deformation-ttt diagrams and the corresponding
transformation plasticity coefficients.
In Figure 6, the temperature–time development at the measuring point TC, specified
in Figure 1a, for the two materials during cooling in water and air is shown. The water
medium causes rapid cooling, such that the materials at MP1 are already cooled to room
temperature after a few seconds. In the air medium, cooling takes place more slowly,
and lasts several thousand seconds. The HTC presented in Section 2.2 prove to be ap-
propriate for the simulation of the cooling processes, as shown by the comparison of the
temperature curves from the simulations and experiments.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the temperature curves at the measuring point TC from the experiments
and simulations for the cooling of AISI 52100 in water (a) and air (b), and for AISI 4140 in water (c)
and air (d).
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In order to understand the resulting RS distributions in the specimens, the temporal
courses of the stresses at the surface and the core on the thick-walled side and thin-walled
side of the specimens are compared below. Besides the temperature profile T, Figure 7a
shows the development of the tangential stresses σt at MP1 on the surface, and at MP2 in
the core on the thick-walled side of the specimen from AISI 52100 cooled in water. Cooling
can be divided into four stages referring to the occurring material phenomena caused by
the temperature distribution.
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Fig re 7. e oral e elo e t of t e te erat re a a e tial stresses o t e t ic - alle si e at 1 a 2 (a),
and on the thin-walled side at MP5 and MP6 (b) during the cooling of the material AISI 52100 in water, supported by the
temporal development of the von Mises stress at MP2 (c) and MP5 (d).
In stage I, the temperature at MP1 at the surface of the specimen cools down rapidly,
while at MP2 the material core’s cooling is delayed. The local thermal contraction of the
surface counteracts the expanded specimen core, which explains the tensile stresses at
MP1. Conversely, at the process time of bout 5 to 7 s, compressive stresses are present at
MP2, as a balance of forces mu t be obtained. Subsequently, in stage II, the martensite st t
temperature is eached at the specimen surface, and the martensite phase transformation
takes place, triggered by the high cooling rate. The martensitic phase transformation
results in a volume expansion counteracting the thermal contraction. This results in a sign
reversal leading to the formation of compressive stresses at MP1, and tensile stresses at
MP2. As soon as the martensitic transformation starts in the specimen core at MP2 after
about 19.6 s, stage III begins, and the associated increase in volume again leads to a reversal
of the stress sign. Following this, only slight changes in the stress state occur as a result of
further temperature equalisation between the specimen surface and specimen core in stage
IV. Finally, tensile RS are present at MP1, while compressive RS exist at MP2.
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The tangential stresses allow for an orientation-dependent analysis of the material
phenomena. In order to evaluate the effects on the multiaxial stress state at MP2 in the
asymmetric specimen, the temporal course of the von Mises stresses σvm is shown in
Figure 7c. In stage I, there is an increase in the von Mises stress, confirming that there is
strain on MP2 due to the thermal gradient between the surface and the core. With the
beginning of the martensite transformation at MP1, a reduction of the von Mises stress can
be observed in stage II. As was already noted for the tangential stress component, the volu-
metric strain resulting from the martensite transformation compensates for the thermally
induced contraction. As the cooling proceeds, the martensitic volumetric expansion at
the surface causes the material core to expand. In this stage, the temperature at MP2 is
significantly higher than at MP1, and consequently the yield strength of the material is
lower. This leads to plastic deformation, and consequently to an expansion of the material
core. The volume expansion as a result of the martensite transformation at MP2 in stage
III compensates for the stress gradient that occurred first. Until the completion of the
martensite transformation, however, the volume expansion at MP2 again causes a slight
increase in the von Mises stress, and therefore causes plastic strains. In stage IV, minor
changes in the multiaxial stress state occur as a result of thermal equalisation. However,
as a result of the plastic strains which occurred in stages II and III, a significant RS depth
gradient develops, with tensile RS at MP1 and compressive RS at MP2.
Based on the tangential stresses (see Figure 7b) and the von Mises stresses (see
Figure 7d), the same cooling stages as on the thick-walled side can be observed on the
thin-walled side. Owing to the lower material volume on this side, faster cooling occurs,
with smaller temperature differences between the surface at MP6 and in the core at MP5.
This leads to a temporal shortening of the cooling stages. It is noticeable that the amounts
of tangential stresses for the surface and the core are lower on the thin-walled side than on
the thick-walled side. This can be explained by the lower temperature gradient on the thin-
walled side throughout the cooling process. A comparison of the von Mises stress curves
for MP2 and MP5 provides an explanation for this. Based on the course of MP2, the effects
in the individual stages—such as the stress increase due to thermal gradients, due to the
start of martensite transformation at MP1, and due to the martensite transformation at
MP2—can be clearly identified. On the thin-walled side, these effects are only slightly
delayed at MP5 and MP6. In particular, stages II and III succeed each other quickly, which
means that the martensite transformation takes place almost simultaneously throughout
the cross section. Unlike on the thick-walled side, this counteracts the plastic deformation
of the core in stage II, because the yield strength at MP5 has already increased too much
due to cooling and martensitic transformation. This persists even though higher von Mises
stresses are calculated at MP5 than at MP2.
The metallographic examinations confirm that a diffusionless martensitic phase trans-
formation develops during cooling in water. Figure 8 shows the hardness values at MP1 to
MP6 on the cut surface I, measuring around 800 HV at all of the points over the cross-
section, indicating a completely martensitic material. This is also confirmed by the light
microscopic examinations in Figure 8, which reveal the typical needle-shaped marten-
sitic microstructure.
In contrast to the cooling of the specimens in water, the cooling in air features a
significantly smaller cooling rate, almost uniformly distributed throughout the entire cross
section of the specimen. Figure 9a,b illustrates that, at the beginning of cooling, a slight
increase in the von Mises stress arises. At this point, the temperature-dependent HTC and
the high temperature difference between specimen and the ambient air lead to a slightly
faster cooling of the specimen surface than of the specimen core. As the temperature
of the specimen decreases, less heat is transferred from the specimen to the ambient air,
such that the thermal gradients are immediately compensated by the thermal conductivity
of the material.
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Furthermore, the inflexion point in the temperature curves of MP2 and MP5 after
about 125 s of cooling in icate that pearlitic phase tran formation occurs. The diffe ent
thermal properties—such as specific heat capacity, thermal conduc ivity and the latent
h t—from the pearlitic structure compared o the ust nitic structure cause a change in
the cooling behaviour, resulting in the mentioned inflexion point of the temperature curve.
Because pearlitic phase transformation takes place almost simultaneously everywhere
in the specimen, transformation-related strains only have a marginal influence on the
stress curve.
According to the hardness values of about 370 HV, as well as the lamellar microstruc-
ture from the micrograph in Figure 8, diffusion-controlled phase transformation into
pearlite, which was determined in the simulation, can be confirmed.
The same cooling stages as for the AISI 52100 specimens were also identified for
the AISI 4140 specimens. However, higher amounts of tangential stresses and von Mises
stresses were calculated for the measuring points in AISI 4140, as shown in Figure 10.
In stage I, for example, von Mises stresses of up to 220 MPa occur at MP1, while only
80 MPa are reached at the maximum for AISI 5 100. In stage III, stresses of up to 1900 MPa
are reached at MP5 for AISI 4140. These increased stresses are due to the higher martensite
start temperature (Ms) of AISI 4140 (Ms = 394 ◦C) in contrast to AISI 52100 (Ms = 184 ◦C).
The martensite transformation in stage II already starts at higher temperatures than for
AISI 52100. At MP1, the increased martensite content leads to a rapid increase in the yield
strength, in contrast to MP2. At MP2, a significantly lower yield strength is present due
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to the higher temperature in the austenitic phase. Therefore, higher plastic strains occur
at MP2 for AISI 4140 than for AISI 52100. This is also noticeable in the higher amount
of maximum tangential stresses at MP1 in stage I of 850 MPa compared to 400 MPa at
MP2. High stresses occur in the already-hardened martensitic phase at MP1, while the
stresses are balanced by plastic deformation at MP2. The von Mises stress in stage III is
correspondingly high as a result of the volumetric strains during martensitic transformation
in the specimen core against the resistance of the already-hardened specimen surface.
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Figure 10. Temporal development of the temperature and tangential stresses on the thick-walled side at MP1 and MP2
(a), and on the thin-walled side at MP5 and MP6 (b) during the cooling of AISI 4140 in water, supported by the temporal
development of the von Mises stress at MP2 (c) and MP5 (d).
Because AISI 4140 has experienced a stronger inhomogeneous plastic deformation
of the specimen over the cross-section during cooling, a higher stress gradient between
the near-surface areas and the core areas of the specimens results than with AISI 52100.
This can be derived from the stress difference between MP1 and MP2, or MP5 and MP6,
respectively, of the different materials.
As can be seen from the hardness values from Figure 8 of around 700 HV, as well as the
needle-shaped microstructure, martensite is formed in the experimentally-manufactured
specimens. Thus, as with AISI 52100, a diffusionless phase transformation has also taken
place here during water cooling.
When cooled, the AISI 4140 specimens also experienced low von Mises stresses of
up to 40 MPa, as Figure 11 shows. Therefore, low RS are expected on these specimens.
The Vickers hardness values of about 300 HV and the micrograph confirm the bainitic
phase transformation predicted by the simulation.
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After explaining the material phenomena occurring in the various stages of cooling,
and thus influencing the RS profile in this section, an evaluation of the simulation re-
sults is carried out in Section 3.2 using the RS distributions in the specimen cross-section
determined experimentally by means of the contour method.
3.2. Spatial Distribution of the Residual Stresses Resulting from the Hot-Forming Process Assessed
by FE Simulation and Contour Method
Figure 12 shows the results of the spatial distribution of tangential RS on the cut surface
of the AISI 52100 specimens after cooling in water and cooling in air, for both numerical
simulation (left) and experimental analysis using the contour method (right). For the
water-cooled specimen, the FE simulation calculated a ring-shaped graded distribution of
tangential RS for the thick-walled side. Tensile stresses of approximately 300 MPa were
present on the surface of the specimen. Only in the area of the borehole were lower tensile
RS of about 100 MPa obtained. The ring-s aped tensile RS were balanced by compressive
RS of up to −300 MPa in the core of the material. The stress distribution on the thin-
walled side also had a ring-shaped chara te , with the tensile RS on the surface a d the
co pressive RS in the core of the material. How ver, the differences in RS on the surface
and in th specimen core are smaller than on the thick-walled sid . Here, about 150 MPa
occurred at th specimen surface, while only up to −150 MPa were pres nt in the core.
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air from the FE-simulation and the contour method.
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The contour method applied to the correspondingly manufactured specimen con-
firmed the ring-shaped graded distribution of the tangential RS for the thick-walled side.
The shapes of the surrounding tensile RS distribution and the centred compressive RS
distribution are qualitatively in very good accordance with numerical results. However,
slightly lower tensile RS of about 200 MPa were present on the outer ring near the specimen
surface, and compressive RS up to −250 MPa were present in the core of the specimen.
Using the contour method, a slightly different RS distribution was obtained on the thin-
walled side compared to FE simulation results. Although the two local tensile RS maxima
of approximately 200 MPa close to top and bottom of the thin-walled side correspond to
the numerically-predicted tensile RS maxima, the predicted compressive RS up to about
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Figure 13. Comparison of the spatial distribution of the tangential RS on the cut surface of AISI 4140 after cooling in water
or air from the FE-simulation and the contour method.
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Using the contour method, a ring-shaped graded distribution of tangential RS was
also observed on the thick-walled side of this specimen. The tensile RS maxima with RS up
to about 300 MPa were located near the borehole. In the core of the material, compressive
RS of up to approx. −300 MPa were determined. Two tensile RS maxima up to about
300 MPa were observed on the thin-walled side opposite the maxima on the thick-walled
side at the borehole. Furthermore, compressive RS were present in the core of the material,
while slight tensile RS prevailed at the surface of the specimen.
As with AISI 52100, only small RS gradients occurred at the AISI 4140 specimen in
both the experimental and numerical results as a consequence of cooling in air. The RS
were below ±50 MPa in the entire cross section.
Overall, the contour method for cooling in water shows higher tangential and axial
RS in the AISI 4140 specimen than in the AISI 52100 specimen. However, the simulation
overestimates the experimentally-determined RS.
The differences in the magnitude of the determined RS regarding process simulation
and experimental RS analysis may be caused by inaccuracies in the numerical approach as
well as the experimental application.
The numerical simulation is based on continuum mechanics, and the experimentally-
determined and interpolated thermo-physical and thermo-mechanical-metallurgical input
parameters applied might be fraught with uncertainties. Besides this, the simulation con-
siders an ideal process, whereas temporal and local deviations from the ideal conditions
can occur in the experiments. Furthermore, micro-mechanical interrelationships between
the phases resulting in micro RS are not considered. Improved process prediction can
be expected with the help of thermal-mechanical-metallurgically coupled FE simulations,
as presented in [27]. However, this is associated with a significantly higher computa-
tional effort.
Regarding the application of the contour method, a well-known challenge is the pro-
cessing of experimentally-measured surface contours. Cutting and measurement artefacts
have to be identified and removed prior to the following evaluation steps. Cutting artefacts
from WEDM processes are known to arise primarily from wire entry and exit artefacts, i.e.,
they are predominately located on the specimen’s surface [23]. In our work, measurement
artefacts of up to 2 mm had to be removed from the outer near-surface areas. According
to the FE simulations, the maxima in tensile RS are located at the near-surface area of
the thick-walled side of the specimens. Because the RS distribution is calculated in an
equilibrium step, the missing displacements at the near-surface areas lead to a reduction
in both the tensile RS and the compressive RS maxima. For simpler specimen geometries,
this effect can be avoided using sacrificial material applying the contour method [23]. Here,
a piece of material consisting of comparable material properties and precisely fitting the
specimen surface is glued to the perimeter for the cutting process, in order to shift the wire
entry/exit artefacts away from the specimen. However, this approach could not be applied
here due to the complexity of the specimen geometry.
Although, for the investigated specimens, which were small in dimension and of
complex shape, certain inaccuracies—especially regarding the near-surface RS distribution—
have to be taken into account; the contour method provides a valuable contribution to the
validation of our simulation approach. The results show a very good agreement of the
qualitative RS distribution for the thick-walled specimen side. The principle RS distribution
for the complete cross section could now be validated for the first time, and the numerical
findings are further confirmed.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a reference process of hot forming was presented, in which specimens
with eccentric boreholes of the alloys AISI 52100 and AISI 4140 were upset at 1000 ◦C,
and subsequently cooled with the media water or air. The process was simulated by means
of an FE model, which was already validated in a previous work merely on individual
surface points by means of X-ray diffraction [8]. The development of the RS in the course of
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cooling was analysed based on the simulation results. The different stages of cooling were
identified, corresponding to the predominant material phenomena. In addition, the von
Mises stress was used as a measure of the multi-axial stress state to evaluate the local plastic
deformation which causes the RS. Subsequently, the RS distributions inside of the bulk
specimen predicted by the simulations were evaluated based on the experimental results
from the contour method. The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigations.
• The FE model applied is a valid tool for mapping the process history of hot-bulk
forming, i.e., the local temporal temperature and stress evolution.
• The contour method is well-suited to validate the numerical predictions. In this
regard, the distributions predicted by the simulations for the tangential RS on the cut
surface of the specimens cooled in water could be qualitatively confirmed by means
of the contour method. In particular, the above-mentioned ring-shaped distribution
with compressive RS in the core and tensile RS in near-surface areas found in the
simulations were well-confirmed by the contour method.
• The simulations quantitatively predicted higher amounts of RS than were obtained
with the contour method. This may be due to the fact that continuum-mechanics–
based FE simulations are taken into account and micro-mechanical interrelationships
are not considered in the model used. On the other hand, removing cutting artefacts
from the specimens in order to apply the contour method may lead to a reduction in
the overall stress level.
From the FE simulation of the hot-bulk forming of the steels AISI 4140 and AISI 52100,
it can further be concluded that:
• The different cooling media (water and air) lead to different cooling rates of the
specimens. This in turn causes different kinds of microstructural transformations,
with rapid cooling in water leading to diffusionless martensitic transformation, and slow
cooling in air leading to diffusion-controlled pearlitic phase transformation for AISI
52100, and to bainitic phase transformation for AISI 4140.
• The thermal and transformation-related strains occurring on the specimen surfaces and
in the material core with a time delay were found to be the reasons for the high stress
gradients during water cooling. A characteristic finding is the ring-shaped distribution
of tangential RS on the thick-walled side of the cut surface of the specimens for both
materials, with compressive RS in the core and tensile RS in the areas near the surface.
• In the material core, plastic deformation takes place during successive martensitic
transformation in the near-surface regions of the specimen, followed by martensitic
transformation in the core. After cooling, the material core is expanded contrary
to the surface areas as a result. This is favoured by the lower yield strength of the
material in the specimen core in contrast to the near-surface area as a consequence of
the time-delayed cooling of surface and core. The effect is more pronounced for AISI
4140 than for AISI 52100 due to the higher martensite start temperature.
• Due to the comparatively more homogeneous temperature distribution during cool-
ing in air, no inhomogeneous plastic strain distributions occurred in the specimens.
The numerical and experimental results, in agreement, show very low RS of less than
<50 MPa in the entire cross-section for the specimens of both materials.
In summary, the in-depth analysis of the arising material phenomena as well as
the RS analysis in the volume of the specimen provided a valuable contribution to the
understanding of the RS formation in hot-formed specimens.
After the basic suitability of the simulation model for the numerical prediction of
hot-bulk forming of steels AISI 52100 and AISI 4140 has been ensured, the presented FE
models are to be used for the optimization of the reference process regarding the generation
of advantageous compressive RS in the surface-near areas of the specimen in the next
step. The overall objective of the project is to adjust the RS in complex components with
industrial relevance using the developed numerical methods in an application-specific and
beneficial way.
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